ENERGY, MATERIALS AND INFORMATION

-

BROADENING ESTHETIC IDENTITY

by Mark Boulding

(A report to the Western States Arts Foundation surmarizing investigations
made under a Fellowship grant during 1975 and 1976)

I have been developing for the last several years
has involved the thrill of observing both cultural and natural phenonrena
The

and

art

model

delicately intervening, thereby changing the traces of those phenomena.

of an
esthetic precept which calls on existing energy and material to be transfornnd by unexpected information. In my proposal of last year to the
Foundation I rearticulated this model in two forms based on Kenneth
Boulding's theory of Energy, Materials and Infonrntion, originally developed in relation to economics and the evolution of social systems.
Identified in my proposal was the "action model": inevitable
My

art

has been ideas, and ny

phenomena were regarded

were seen as

have been the traces

as Energy, things changed within the phenorena

Material, and interventions were viewed as Information to

produce altered

involving

artifacts

traces. Also described

phenomena

was

the "prediction model," again,

as Energy, matter-changed as Material, but, entailing

prediction as Information. In the prediction model the artifact

produced

is that portion of prediction uq{,future actuality which correlate. If
there is no comelation, then the intangible result is the difference
between predicted occurrence and actual occurrence. This is a conceptual
artifact.

of these models goes back to 1974 when I
opportunity to work as an artist in a professional capacity with
The development

had the
Kenneth

-2and

Elise Boulding, both of

I

whom

are social philosophers and theorists.

to realize how strong their influences had been on
my esthetic awareness even as far back as 1972 when I published "Projects."
In 1975 I worked with Kenneth Boulding preparing visuals for a lecture
At that tinn

began

series he was doing on evolution and we prepared a slide show called
Evolutionary Perspective." This

tion

model

slightly

first

emerged though

broader model

"The

is when the Energy, Material and Informa-

at the tirn I think it

was proposed as

for the more restrictive description of

growth as the relationships between

labor, land and capital.

(Energy, Material and Information) model quickly expanded

a

economic

The

EMI

in both our

minds:

In the never ending search for yet another broad model with
which to fit together the loose pieces of the universe, it
is suggested that there are three basic elerpnts which are
present in the phenonena of change or evolution. These are
energy, materials and information. It is argued that these
are the ingredients for life, where genetic coding is
Information, food is Energy and protoplasm is Material.
And, where there is life, there is also mutation, adaptation
and evolution. Change in non-living matter seems to be based
on the interaction of these elenents as well. It is thought
that elements evolve from simpler to more complex forms
through billions of generations of atomic reactions within
stars. This is called stellar evolution rather than stellar
growth because there exists a changing atomic environnpnt
which helps select adaptive mutations of atomic structure.
At the most basic level we may find that Energy, Materials
and Information is charge, particle and gravitational field
(Excerpt from "Energy, Material and Infoimation as Art, a
proposal by the author for a Western States Arts Foundation
Fellowship in 1975 - revised).

to the Foundation was to view Energy, Materials and
Information within a cultural context and to produce art wor*s relying
on an awareness of systems as well as traces. The following essay is an
attempt to identify a broadened basis for the esthetic consciousness
represented in the art work I have done.
My proposal

-3Energy:

In the cultural "organism," identification of the Energy, Material
and Information components must rely heavily on netaphor and be done in
very broad terms. By Culture I mean the sum of human observations, interventions, influences and artifacts. lllith
may

attach greater significances

artistic bias, however, I
to that aspect of Culture which is art.
my

in Culture, or that force which drives it,
must look back to that period in prehistory when through some brain
To determine Energy

mutations

homo

erectus

became homo

sapiens. Here I

am assuming

that

we

homo

identity. It
is my feeling that the mutation did not corn as suddenly as "I AM," but
rather as a rnntal reflex (if indeed such a thing exists) which might be
called the Narcissist reflex. In its most rudimentary form it may have

erectus had no more than an animal's instinct of species

been nothing more than
one was meaningfully

a flicker of love for oneself and a feeling that

different from the rest of the universe. This flicker

instantly feeds on itself.

"I
me more different." The first

am

different.

Knowing

I

am

different

makes

this reflex would have
been a stronger species identity as each member of a human group recognized the reflex in others. The survival value of such a reflex is
manifestation of

obvious. The instinct to survive would be reinforced by something akin

to will to survive.

The

next inevitability would be extending this love

of oneself to love of things important to one's survival. This would have
been

the beginning of man's esthetic

which

all

is still

From

this sensibility,

nothing more than an extension of the narcissist reflex,

other uniquely

reason and

sensibility.

human

respect.

A11

features have evolved, such as love, hate, pity,

of these characteristics

have increased in

-4complexity over the

millennia.

Now

we see

the evolution of these differ-

ences between ourselves and other animals much

like the difference

between

material. I,'le distinguish ourselves from
other 'life forms as an intelligent life form. Without our narcissist
tendency, our material artifacts would be no more wonderful than beaver
living material

dams

and non-1iving

or termite nests

than bee or ant

and our

societies.

social structures would be no more wonderful

l,le are

different

because we assume

that

we

in our tendency to worship what we are and what we make. I
submit that the Energy which fuels the progress of human Culture is Human
Narcissism, released in the form of invention.
The developnent of Human Narcissism as a driving force of Culture
has followed the familiar pattern of long slow progress that gradually
gains in momentum. Even though invention and discovery is now the most
esthetic and ego-gratifying characteristic of our narcissist race, humankind's earliest cultures valued ideas only for their proven use or
established esthetic merit, not for their potential merit and least of all
for their fr'Jn sake. As a consequence of this stubborness earlier cultures
persisted without visible changes for long periods of time. Change was
are alone

slow and usually by accident or adaptive necessity. Eventually the idea
began

to

emerge

that inventions could have potential.

The

narcissistic

of invention as potential had to compete with the narcissistic
veneration of tradition. The two concepts gradually developed a symbiotic
relationship. Invention found legitimacy by rooting in tradition and
traditions enjoyed selective improvements out of invention. In recent
history we have experienced a logarithmic explosion of a highly successful
concept

mutation

of narcissist energy: invention is

now

esthetically valuable

-5for its own sake. Out of this has conn a tradition of pure science and
pure art which feeds man's appetite for material in applied technology and
cormuni cati ons .

Material and Infonnation:
Material in our cultural system
humans

is quite simply

any matter that

influence' use or change. Thus, considering the interchangeability

in the physical sense, much of what we call
energy, such as heat or electricity, is really part of the material of
culture and must not be confused with the energy of culture. The management of cultural material is information. Information is the most complex
and elusive element of change. Again I turn to the nntaphor of genetic
between matter and enerqy

code where we might view information as being

the code in which past

material configurations are stored in the present and present material
configurations are coded for the future.
There are

really two possible viewpoints on the nature

and rneaning

of Information. One is very clean and simple and the other is muddy and
illogical, Vet compelling. The clean simple one is that information about
the way matter will behave is inherent or determined in every particle of
the universe. The best argunnnt for this is that each and every particle
in the universe behaves in relation to every other particle in the universe.

Even

if individual

distant particles, the

sum

relationships are infinitesimally minute

total of

structure of the universe.

If

between

such relationships constitutes the

one could mysteriously dissociate oneself

at the sanre tine know the direction, movenpnt and
behavior of every particle in it; if one could understand the relationships
from the universe and

-6between everything from

the microcosm to the macrocosm, then one would be

able to predict with certainty what would happen next in any sector of the

in any scale. One would be as God but necessarily impotent
since any intervention would be impossible if one were truly dissociated
universe,

from the

universe.

If,

however, one regards

with perfect self-knowledge

we have

the sann determinist universe with

impossible witnesses. Such an explanation
because we are saying

supporting

this

that the universe

concept

human knowledge,

the universe as an entity
no

of the universe is flawless

IS.

The experimental evidence

of the universe is that throughout the history of

npre pertinent data or information has always led to

greater accuracy of future prediction. Since we cannot begin to

know

everythingr we strive to know the most probable factors affecting a future

call chance is really just the sum total of all other
factors, however insignificant. In other words chance in any situation
is just that which we do not know, not that which is unknowable. There
is one other small point that should lay any debate of the determinist
issue to rest. There is only one "now." The universe can only be in one

outcone.

What we

configuration at any point in the time continuum. So, the way the universe

will

be

at any point in the future is the only way lt can be. It

exists only once.

Beyond

the concept of "once" lies the netaphysical

of everything being nothing
and not Determinism.

in the Cultural system

If

we

must

released as time charts

its

and nothing being everything, but

stick to simple

in

some sense

determined

this is

realm
Zen

Determinism then Information

be locked up

in material and

course. In this view

even ideas

are reducible to predictable nncrostructures of particles, and apparent
choices have inevitable outcomes.

-7A muddy,

illogical yet

compelling view

of the nature of information

is that somehow the universe exists in a non-linear time continuum where
past and future are as mutable as the present. In this universe there is
the potential for unpredictability. This allows for mutations in nature
and

creativity in man. The essence of a mutation or a new idea is that

mutation may be predicted but

course,

it

would be new

dicted time

It will

came

its

form

is

a

unpredictable. 0therwise, of

at the time of prediction

and old when the pre-

around. Likewise a mutation in nature

is

unpredictable.

of past material configurations is
incomectly represented in the present. If the particulate universe
occur when the infornntion

nntaphor

is still

applied, the only explanation of such an occurrence is

that normally predictable material movements have a probability of
deviating from natural

law. When this

happens

the entire determinist

slightly different course and adiust again for
deviates from natural law. The probability of devia-

universe must adjust to a
every particie which

tion

may even be

a natural law

Hence Information

itself

ensuring an orderly unpredictability.

is not only the sum of determined material directions

but also, and more significantly, the cumulative influence of mutations.

0f these two views on the nature of information the
usually preferred because

it justifies our narcissism. It

creativity to be uniQUe, uhpredictable

and

second is

allows our

truly creative. In the context

of Culture this theory of information translates artifacts of

man's past

of historical knowledge. The sum of
all past cultural traces as they exist in the present can be thought of
as Information with a capital "I," while Energy with a capital rrE'is the

and present cultures

manifestation of

into the

human

body

narcissism

in

new ideas

or mutations. With this

-8Energy and Information, human

generations of

artists,

culture reproduces

itself in successive

scho'lars, scientists and technicians.

Inferences:
Two

manner

things that

all living

of sensing information

material

and some way

in cormon ay€ sonn

of influencing, changing

materia'|. In an amoeba, sensing information might

reproducing
more than

organisms share

or

be nothing

distinguishing food from not-food. An amoeba's influence

on

is to multiply itself. In humans, our sensing of information

has developed

into observation of phenonena in our environrent

and our

universe. Our influence on material has becone intervention in our environrBnt to cause change. These
cannot even

flatter

sensory equipment
surpass us

visual

in

traits

are not remarkable in themselves.

We

ourselves that we have the most highly developed

for observation

sensory complexity,

phenomena beyond

and intervention since many insects

utilizing

ranges

of scentsn

far

sounds and

our grasp. Also we must recognize that other

of great complexity and based on
coordinated and communal effort. We do seem to have, however, an exclusive claim on Narcissism. This lets us have a unique love relationship
animals fashion material constructions

with the material that

we influence and

the changes we make, so that

we

cultural. The most
thing about our narcissist reflex or instinct is that since we

alone can make the distinction between natural and
important

of self, we look for those things which add to
our distinctiveness. Whether this search manifests itself in distinctive
group identities or in unique individual identity is really all the same
thing. The consequence of this development has been a positive feedback
for creative observation and intervention producing an ever more rapid
value the distinctiveness

-9rate of

change

in ideas and artifacts of Culture. It

seems

that

through

in the very
law of probability for mutation. And though this statenent is the ultimate
in narcissism, it means that we alone have the capacity for generating
mutations beyond the natural order of things. Hence the very existence of
our Culture is throving the natural universe off its predetermined path
our esthetic sense, our narcissism, we have caused a mutation

with every idea and thought materialized by

humankind.

A Cautious Conclusion:

It is perhaps an act of human chauvinism to dismiss the most
plausible explanation of man's creative acts by reiecting determinism.
Howevern

it

would be even more chauvinistic

to accept determinism for

to give man an exclusive claim on unpredictability. To balance these chauvinistic views, we might try to imagine an

every phenomenon except man,

.anti -chauvinist human.

It is very difficult to state the extreme anti-chauvinist position.
But if there is a fixed probability of
We may be incapable of seeing it.
deviation from natural law in the universe, allowing for mutation

and

constant reorganization of apparently determined direction, then perhaps
we can envision ourcelves as being no less unpredictable than

virus,

strains of

and the human Cultural system as no rnore and no less unpredictable

than the planetary geological system. This egalitarian view

is counter-narcissist but, we still-might secretly

of

phenomena

admire ourselves for

of it. Secret admiration suppressed, this egalitarian
vie,', allows for the equal celebration of the unique in any system. It
denies that there is any special significance in the difference between
living and non-living or intelligent and non-intelligent things. It even

having thought

r

- l0 takes the significance out of the differentiation between cultural

and

natural.

If the human race were to adopt an anti-chauvinist position or
perhaps evolve an anti-chauvinist
undergo as

drastic a

change as

instinct,

human

early apes did to

Culture would have to

become

man.

If,

as

Levi-strauss suggests, man's perception of himself opposed to nature is

the basis of
an

all cultural

aohievement, then a post-human

identity with nature might be very different.

Such

culture

a cultuve

based on

(if

one

call it that without the implication of contrasting it with nature)
might be free of moral dilemmas, value disputes and would exist in a
could

conpletely symbiotic relationship with the earth, the solar system and the

universe.

If

we view

this "culture" with our inherent bias toward

delineating culture as over and against nature,

it

would probably

seem

like a very "natural" culture contrasted with our own. 0n the other hand
post-human existence might seem even more contrived and contrasting to

nature than our own culture. Instead of nature assimilating post
(which implies

humans

that culture in any form is unnatural), post humans

simply advance with culture superficially as we know

it

may

only perceive

it

natural. From our perspective things might even be worse.
Post humans might live in unspeakab'le squalor and be accepting of

as perfectly

unimaginable

horrors. Things which we regard as contrived

and counter-

natural, they might view as perfectly in order. In fact, far from
merely tolerated, such "unnatural" conditions may be

ciated. It is

easy

to

imagine

that

esthetic identity which does not
and

esthetically

humankind might need

make

the distinction

to

being

appre-

develop

an

between man-made

natural, in order to avoid the fearful psychological

trauma

of "losing

-il
nature" completely through overpopulation, pollution and resource deple-

to repiace our appreciation of nature (which is no
more than a narcissist astonishnent that something is untouched or unin-

tion.

We may

have

fluenced by us) with an acceptance of nature as including us.

-12List of projects perforned during Western States Arts
Grant period 1975

-

Foundation

1976.

l. Sl ug Maskings*
2. Contrai I Converg.n..*
3. Skid Projections*
4. Crowd Vacuum
5. Surmervail - Stream Load Release**
6. Summervail - Stream Clocked Clay Re'l"ur.**
7. Tire Tracks and Contrails*
8. Predictability Experinnnt #l - Cross generational imaging
9. Predictability Experiment #2 - Manipulating intelligent material
10. Predictability Experirnent #3 - Image Mutation
ll. Predictability Experinnnt #4 - Image and image gap comelation
12.

Ginkgo

3.
14.

Path

I

*

**

Parking Lot**

15. Theft Space
**
16. Fence
17. Trace Reversal
Project Preseltation

*

*

Code :

= perfornnd and produced as a photographic display or slide presentation.
= performed and published in booklet form.

no asterisk = presentation pending.

l.

Sl

13 -

ug Maskings

Mounted photo

array 20" x 30" consisting of approximately 20 images.

are slug sline

trails

and a

variety of

masking tape patterns over which

slugs leave their glistening traces. The tape
are defined by interrupted slime

2.

Contrail

Shown

is

peeled up and patterns

trails.

Convergence

Mounted photo amay

Contrails are

shown forming

directly

a pattern which is scattered in

future when it

is

ll" x 14" photomontages and one map.

consisting of six

tirn

above

the Denver Art

from the present

Museum

to

produce

to five years in

predicted the last contrail making the pattern

will

the

have

been formed.

3.

Skid Projection

Four mounted photographs touched up

to

show

the outlines of complex tire

skid patterns at each of the fout intersections surrounding the

Art Museum. Instructions for

4.

Denver

filling in the outlines are detailed.

Crowd Vaccum

Performance demonstrating
vacuum

within a

room

the intangible presence of an anxiety induced

that people are waiting to get

opened and people are sucked

into the

room by

own

anticipation. Presentation pending.

5.

Sumrnrvai I

Booklet

,

The door is

the projected power of their

Stream Load Rel ease

with cover and half tone reproductions

of reversed tinn is
placed in streams.
metaphor

into.

expressed as

screened by the

artist.

piles of river load materials

A

-146.

Surnervail, Stream Clocked Clay

A project included

with

Release

in booklet form. A stream is
of clay are placed at key points

Stream Load Release

viewed as a geologic tine-keeper; pockets

in the stream valley erosion

system

to be released as time progresses.

7. Tire Tracks and Contrails
A slide presentation documenting provocative traces
160

of

human pnesence.

slides representing six npnths of intense photographic observation.

8. Predictability Experinnnt #l:

Cross Generational Imaging

With a set of building blocks, towers are constructed

for the artist's

son.

of the blocks are from the original set used by the artist's father
to build towers for his children when they were young. It is proiected
that the artist's son will use sorp of the sarne blocks to build towers for
Sone

his children. Presentation

9. Predictability
A group

of

people

pending.

Experinent

is

#2:

Manipulating intelligent material

regarded, impersonally, as creative material. The'

is an image produced through the manipulation of the group-asmaterial by each of its menben"components in turn. Intelligence of the
product

material

compounded

by the intelligence of the manipulator provides

large element of product unpredictability for the directing

artist.

a

0f

25 attempts with groups averaging 15 peop'le, three results are claimed
successes by

the

"Light Lines.

"

artist.

These are nannd "Mud Box," "Man Running" and

Presentation pending.

-1510. Predictability Experinent #3:
A performance
on opposite
image on

Image Mutation

in which 19 people are lined

walls.

The

artist

stands

at

up between two pieces

one end

of the line

of

paper

and makes

an

the paper as the next person in line watches and reproduces the

sare gestures on the next person's back. This person duplicates what

feels on the next person's back, on down the line to the last person
draws on the

wall the

image she

around and another image

different

images

result,

feels on her back.

Then

he

who

the line turns

is sent back following the sarn procedure.
each bearing unique resemblances

Four

to the others.

Presentation pending.

ll. PredictabiIity

Experinnnt

#4:

Image and image-gap

correlation

A) A group of twenty people are asked to pose for a photograph. B) The
group

is lined up alphabetically

leaving gaps for people who do not show up

for the photograph. C) The photograph taken of this group is cut into
twenty equal rectangles and given out

original

group who

is present. If

in order to

a person

is

each rnmber

absent

of the

his rectangle of the

is withheld. Rectangles have a likelihood of corresponding to the
bearers image but this is not necessarily the case. D) People are asked
to reproduce their rectangle of the image to life scale. E) The enlarged
image

reproductions are placed together and photographed as one.

total sequence of photographs exhibits an attrition in the
participation of group nnmbers from beginning to end. But the last image
The

is a systematic mutation of the first.

Presentation pending.

-1612.

Gingko

Booklet with cover, poster-insert and half-tone reproductions scrreened by

the artist, "0f falling leaves and suspended time." A simple intervention
tells a great deal about time and space.
I

3.

Path

Booklet with cover and half-tone reproductions screened by the

is

artist.

A

in a manicured landscape. The path image
is designed to give one a variety of perspectives on the total scene.

new

foot path

caused

to

emerge

14. Parking Lot

artist.
clay on a sheet placed in a white parking lot to be spread by traffic.
Booklet with cover and half-tone reproductions screened by the

concept

15.

Red

The

of contrast is explored and vividly pictured.

Misplacement Space

A valuable object

is misplaced or stolen

unexpectedly. Before the

absence

of the object is discovered, anticipation that the object will be in
precisely as
be gone,

cation

it

was

disbelief

left is so great that when the object is

charges the space where

is that misplacerent or theft

the object should

can be

place

discovered to

be.

The impli-

hallucinogenic. Presentation

pendi ng.

16.

Fence

Booklet with cover and half-tone reproductions screened by the

fence-line

is moved.

The contrasting

A

fields separated by the fence are

left to reconform to the new fence-line, producing
From one vantage

artist.

an eco:logical symbol.

point there appears to be a symnetrical image in

harmony

-17 with

ltself, yet from the standpoint of real physlcal space the image is

grossly unbalanced.

17.

Trace Reversal

A collection

of inadvertantly masked images is

assembled here

to

draw

attention to the relationships between pnesent and absent phenorena.

particular

image

is represented

One

as both "present" and "absent" through

quirk in nature. Presentation pending.

a

